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Abstract 
We characterize the triangle-free graphs with neither induced path of six vertices nor induced 
cycle of six vertices and the triangle-free graphs without induced path of six vertices in terms of 
dominating subgraphs. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs considered in this paper are simple (i.e., without loops and multiple 
edges), finite and without isolated vertices. Let Pi be a path with i vertices (i.e., of 
length i- l), Ci a cycle with i vertices and 2Kz two independent edges. A set D s V(G) 
is a dominating set of G if, for any vertex u in V(G) - D, there is a vertex u in D such that 
uu is an edge. We also say that D dominates G. A subgraph H of G is a dominating 
subgraph of G if V(H) dominates G. Let H be a graph. A graph G is said to be H-free if 
G has no induced subgraph which is isomorphic to H. 
The research on the graphs with some forbidden structures can be traced back to 
the early sixties. Wolk [S] proved that a graph G is Pa-free and Cd-free if and only if 
every connected induced subgraph of G has a dominating vertex. EI-Zahar and ErdCis 
[6] proved that every 2kz-free connected graph contains a dominating clique or 
a dominating P3. Chung et al. [4] proved that if a 2Kz-free connected graph contains 
a triangle, then there is a dominating clique of maximum size in G. Recently, B&so 
and Tuza provided some dominating theorems [l-3]. The result that is most related 
to this paper is the following. A graph G is both P,-free and C&ree ifand only ifevery 
connected induced subgraph contains a dominating clique. They even posed a general 
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problem (Problem 1 in [2]): Given a class of graphs Y, characterize the class G(Y) of 
graphs with the property that all connected induced subgraphs of GEG(Y) have 
a dominating induced subgraph in Y. Cozzens and Kelleher also obtained a similar 
result and posed a similar problem [S]. 
We begin with the ‘analogue’ of the B&so-Tuza theorem, namely, restricting 
investigations on the class of triangle-free graphs. Instead of dominating complete 
subgraphs we find dominating complete bipartite subgraphs. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a triangle-free graph. Then G is both P&iee and Ce-free if and 
only tf every connected induced subgraph of G has a dominating complete bipartite 
subgraph. 
This result can be proved in a much stronger form without excluding cycles of 
length six. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a triangle-free graph. Then G is P,-free if and only if every 
connected induced subgraph of G has a dominating complete bipartite subgraph or 
a dominating induced Ce. 
Next we investigate the case where the graph may contain triangles. 
Theorem 3. If G is a connected, Pe-free and Ce-free graph, then it has a dominating 
subgraph H which contains a dominating edge. 
Like Theorem 2, the result of Bacso and Tuza we mentioned above can also be 
strengthened by excluding Cs. 
Theorem 4. A connected graph G is Ps-free if and only if each connected induced 
subgraph has a dominating clique or a dominating induced Cs. 
By Theorem 3.8 of [7] which states that a triangle-free, PC-free and C,-free graph is 
3-colorable, we obtain that a triangle-free graph is 3-colorable if every connected 
induced subgraph has an induced dominating bipartite subgraph. 
One main tool in the proofs is the reduction lemma proved in [Z] which will be 
stated later. 
2. The proofs 
Let A and B be the disjoint subsets of V(G). Let G[A] be the subgraph of G induced 
by A, and let [A, B] be the bipartite subgraph of G with two parts A and B and all the 
edges between A and B. For u, ve(G), let d(u, u) be the distance, i.e., the length of the 
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shortest path between u and U. For UEV(G), let 
r,(u)= (U>> 
Ti(U)={~: ~(u,u)=~,uEI’(G)) for i=1,2,..., 
Ni(U)=T~(U)UT~(U)U ... uTi(u) for i=O, 1,2 ,... 
For a set ,Ss V(G), let 
N,(S)= U{Ni(u): UES} 
and 
ri(s)=N,(S)-Ni-i(S). 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 3. For Theorem 1, assume that every connected induced 
subgraph of G has a dominating complete bipartite subgraph. If G contains either an 
induced P6 or an induced C6, then the induced subgraph P6 or C, has no dominating 
complete bipartite subgraph. This is a contradiction. 
Now suppose that G is a P6-free and C6-free (triangle-free) connected graph. Since 
every induced subgraph of G is still P6-free and C6-free (triangle-free), we need only to 
show that G has a dominating induced subgraph H which has a dominating edge or 
G has a dominating complete bipartite subgraph H if G is also triangle-free. 
Consider an edge UUEE(G) such that NZ(u,u) is maximal under inclusion. Let 
Y~rr(u, V) be a subset which dominates Tz(u, v), and minimal under inclusion. We 
can write Y= Y,uY,uYJ, where Y, = Y~(I’,(u)-I’~(~)), Y,= Yn(T,(u)-T,(u)), and 
Y3= YnT,(u)nT,(v). We claim that if Y, is empty, then {u3uT1(u) is the dominating 
set of G. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a vertex xeV(G), such that 
x$Tr( Yru Y,). Let d(x, u)=3. Then there exists a u-x path uyy’x of length 3. Note 
that y#u, for otherwise x~T,(u, u) which is dominated by Y. We claim that 
Nz(u,u)sN,(u,y). For any a~N,(u,u), if a#Nz(u,y), then a~T~(u)-N~(u, y) since we 
have rl(n)cNz(u). There exists &T,(u) such that abuuyy’ is an induced P6, which is 
a contradiction. Hence, a~N,(u,y) and N,(u,~)_cN,(u,y). But XEN~(U,~) and 
x$NZ(u, v), this contradicts the choice of uu. Therefore, (u)uT, (u) is a dominating set 
of G. Similarly, if Y1 is empty, then {u)url(u) is a dominating set of G. In the 
following, we assume that neither Y1 nor Y, is empty. 
We claim that [Y, u {u}, Yzu {u}] IS a complete bipartite graph. Suppose to the 
contrary that there exist yr~ Y, and Y*E Y, such that y,y,&E(G). By the minimality of 
Y, there exist y;~Pi(y~)-rr(y~) and y;~Pr(y~)-rr(y~), where y;,yi~T~(u,u). Thus 
{ y; , yl , u, u, yz, y;} induces a P6 or C6. This is a contradiction. 
Let H be the subgraph induced by Yu(u, u}. We now show that H is a dominating 
subgraph. Suppose to the contrary, then there exists a vertex XE V(G) such that 
x$r, (V(H)). Without loss of generality, let d(x, u) = 3. Then there exists a vertex 
yc V(H), such that xy’yu is a path of length 3. Note that y # u, for otherwise x~T~(u, u), 
which is dominated by H. We are going to show that NZ(u, v) cN~(u, y). For any 
a~N~(u, u), if ant,, then awns since u is adjacent to u, if UE~~(U), then there exists 
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beTI such that vba is an induced path. We must have aEN,( or otherwise abvuyy’ 
is an induced P6. But x~N,(u, y) - N,(u, v), this contradicts the choice of MU. Therefore, 
H is a dominating subgraph of G and uv is a dominating edge of H. 
Furthermore, if G is triangle-free, then Y, is empty and there is no edge within 
vertices of Y1u{u>, or within vertices of Y2u{u). Therefore H is a dominating 
complete bipartite subgraph of G. 
This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 3. Cl 
To prove Theorem 2, we need several lemmas. 
Let Y’ be a given class of graphs. In a graph G, we call D c V(G) a Y-dominating set if 
D dominates G and G [D] E V. A star cutset of a graph G is a set S of vertices such that 
G-S is disconnected and there is an SES adjacent to all vertices of S. 
Lemma 1 (Reduction lemma, Bkso and Tuza [Z]). Suppose all graphs in a given class 
Y are connected. If G is a minimal connected graph without a Y-dominating set (i.e., 
every connected proper induced subgraph of G contains a Y-dominating set), then either 
G has a cut vertex or G has no star cutset. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a connected triangle-free and P,-free graph. If some uv~E(G) is not 
an end edge of any induced P5 in G, then there is a dominating complete bipartite 
subgraph containing uv. 
Proof. The statement is true for graphs of order less than or equal to 5. So we apply 
induction on the order of G. If some x ~(r~ (v) - {u}) u (r, (u) - {u}) is not a cut vertex of 
G, then G-(x} has a dominating complete bipartite graph containing uv. This 
complete bipartite graph also dominates G. 
Suppose now that every XE(T, (u) - {u}) u (r,(u) - {v}) is a cut vertex of G. We claim 
that the graph induced by r,(u) UT,(U) is a complete bipartite graph. First, we have 
I’,(u)n rl(v)=O since G is triangle-free. If there exist XE~~(U)-{u}, y~T~(v)--(u) and 
xy$E, then there exist x1 and y, such that x1 and y, belong to the component of 
G-{ y} and G-(x}, respectively. In this case, we obtain an induced P6=xlxuuyyl. 
This is a contradiction. It is clear that there is no edge in r,(u) or r,(u) since G is 
triangle free; therefore, the graph induced by r,(v) u r,(u) is a complete bipartite 
subgraph of G. 
Next we are going to show that r,(v) v r,(u) dominates G. Suppose to the contrary, 
then there exist (without loss of generality) w1 and w such that uywlw is a shortest 
path. Then uuywlw is an induced Ps with uv as its end edge, which is a contradiction. 17 
Lemma 3. Zf a triangle-free and P&ree connected graph has a cut vertex v, then it 
contains a dominating complete bipartite subgraph containing v. 
Proof. Since v is a cut vertex and G is P,-free, v cannot be the end vertex of any 
induced P5. Moreover, we can assume that N 1 (v) does not dominate G (otherwise, the 
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proof is done). Under this assumption, it is easy to see that only one component, say 
Gi, of G - u has more than one vertex and the longest distance between v and a vertex 
of G, is 3. 
Choose a shortest path xywv in Gi such that the degree of w is as large as possible. 
By Lemma 2, we may assume that WV is the end edge of an induced Ps in G1, say 
P5 = wuw’y’x’ (as we noted above, P5 cannot start at 0). Let Nr (N2) be the subset of 
(Pi(u) n V(G,)) - {w} such that each vertex of Ni (N,) is adjacent (is not adjacent) to y. 
First we assume that w’EN~. If neither yy’ nor yx’ is an edge, then x’y’w’uwy is an 
induced P6; if yy’ is an edge but yx’ is not, then we have an induced P5 =x’y’ywo with 
v as an end vertex; if yx’ is an edge but yy’ is not, then we have an induced P5 = y’x’ywv 
with v as an end vertex; if yx’ and yy’ both are edges, then we have a triangle. In all the 
cases we have contradictions. Therefore, w’$Nz. We can assume w’~Ni. If y’ or x’ is 
dominated by some w” in PI(w), then x’y’w”wv or y’x’w”wv is an induced Pg. Again 
a contradiction. So none of x’ and y’ are dominated by P,(w), hence wvw’y’ is a shortest 
path of length 3. For any w”~P~(w), if w”#Pr(w’), then x’y’w’oww” is an induced P6. 
Therefore, w”~P~(w’). But we have y’~Pi(w’) and y’$Tr(w), which implies d(w)<d(w’). 
This contradicts the choice of w. 0 
The Proof of Theorem 2. Obviously, to have the required dominating property it is 
necessary to exclude P6 as an induced subgraph. We prove sufficiency in the following. 
Let !P= {C,> u (K,,,: n, m > 1). Let G’ be an induced subgraph which is a minimal 
counterexample to the statement. By Lemma 1, G’ either has a cut vertex (which is 
impossible by Lemma 3) or contains no star cutset. 
Take an edge ~uEE(G’) and consider the subgraph G’[Y] induced by 
Y =( V(C)- P, (a)) u (u}. Clearly, G’[ Y] is connected (by Lemma l), triangle-free, 
P,-free, and u is a cut vertex of G’[ Y]. Applying Lemma 3 to G’[ Y], we obtain an 
induced dominating bipartite graph [X, X’] in G’[ Y] which contains u. Let VEX. 
If [X, X’] dominates N,(u) or X = {u>, then we are done. So assume now that there 
exists WET,(U) and YE Y such that y is dominated by some x#v in X but is not 
adjacent to any vertex of X’, and w is not dominated by [X,X’]. Then for any x’EX’, 
we obtain an induced C,: yxx’vuw. Fix an x’EX’. 
Claim. C6 = x’vuwyx is a dominating subgraph C$ G. 
If there exists hE V(G’) which is not dominated by C(6), then he Y. If h is dominated 
by X’ - {x’}, say, h is dominated by x” EX’ - {x’ f, then hx”uuwy is an induced P6. This 
is a contradiction. If h is dominated by X - (a, x}, say, h is dominated by ZEX - { IJ, x1, 
then hzx’vuw is an induced PC, again a contradiction. Therefore, Cs is a dominating 
subgraph. 
Obviously, to have the required dominating property it is necessary to exclude Ps as 
an induced subgraph. 
This completes the proof. 0 
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To prove Theorem 4, we need a result of Bacso and Tuza [2]. 
Lemma 4 (B&so and Tuza [2]). A connected P5-free and C5-free graph has a domina- 
ting clique or a dominating induced P3. 
The Proof of Theorem 4. Let G’ be an induced subgraph of G. Then G’ has a domina- 
ting clique or an induced dominating P3 by Lemma 4. Suppose that G’ has no 
dominating clique and let the dominating induced P3 be uuw. Let A = PI (u)- (u, v, w), 
B=~,(v)-{(u,u,w)andC=~,(w)-{u,v,w}.ThenA-B-C#~andC-A-B#~,for 
otherwise, we will have a dominating clique uw or uu. Let XEA - B - C and 
YEC - A -B. Then x and y are adjacent since G is P5-free; therefore, xuvwy is an 
induced C5 which dominates G’. 
Conversely, if G has an induced P5, this P5 has no dominating clique and no 
dominating induced C5. 0 
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